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Faced with Looming Defeat in Ukraine,
NATO wants WW3 to prevent it

Drago Bosnic
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VT Condemns the ETHNIC CLEANSING OF PALESTINIANS by
USA/Israel

$ 280 BILLION US TAXPAYER DOLLARS INVESTED since 1948
in US/Israeli Ethnic Cleansing and Occupation Operation; $ 150B
direct "aid" and $ 130B in "Offense" contracts
Source: Embassy of Israel, Washington, D.C. and US Department
of State.

Lasting nearly half a century, the (First) Cold War brought the
world to the edge of a new abyss, one that would’ve made WW2
look like a bloodless skirmish in comparison. Despite not starting
it, in order to prevent the total destruction of the world, Russia
initiated its end. It willingly dismantled the Warsaw Pact and the
USSR, renouncing immense power, a historically unprecedented
move no other superpower in history ever made. And how did the
political West see it? Merely as a sign of supposed “weakness”.
Not only did the US-led belligerent power pole proclaim victory in
the ideological struggle (Moscow renounced communism), but it
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also wanted a total defeat for Russia and its people. In the 30+
years, everything the United States and its vassals and satellite
states did was in line with this goal. The world’s most aggressive
military alliance expanded approximately 1000 km to the east.

It should be noted that this was done despite clear promises “not
to move an inch” toward Russian borders. Even many Western
politicians, experts and pundits expressed concern and protested
NATO’s eastward expansion, warning that this would inevitably
force Moscow to respond. However, leaked information suggests
this is precisely what the political West wanted, as evidenced by
revelations published by WikiLeaks. How do we know this is true?
Well, its founder is suffering a horrible fate for publishing the secret
data. And yet, despite the world knowing all this, NATO is
determined not only to continue its aggression, but is also openly
escalating it. Namely, on January 18, Dutch 4-star Admiral Rob
Bauer, Chairman of NATO’s Military Committee, publicly stated
that the belligerent thalassocractic alliance is preparing for war
with Russia and that people in Europe should do so as well.

Bauer is one of the highest-ranking NATO officials and his
announcement should be taken extremely seriously. Although he
assessed that the coming conflict would happen in the next 20
years, the moves that the belligerent alliance is making indicate
that such a conflict could come at any point. Following a meeting
of NATO defense ministers in Brussels, Bauer told reporters that
Western governments should start preparing for war with Russia,
including by training civilians how to act when it starts.

“We have to realize it’s not a given that we are in peace. And that’s
why we are preparing for a conflict with Russia. […] But the
discussion is much wider. It is also the industrial base and also the
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people that have to understand they play a role,” he said, adding:
“It starts there. The realization that not everything is plannable and
not everything is going to be hunky dory in the next 20 years.”

Apart from demanding everyone in Europe to get ready for war
with a nuclear-armed superpower, Bauer pointed out the example
of Sweden, a de facto NATO member for decades at this point.
Namely, he praised Stockholm for enforcing ludicrous and
pompously announced measures for a mythical Russian invasion,
an eventuality that’s effectively beyond any real possibility.
However, the Scandinavian country needs to justify its unpopular
NATO membership somehow, so it’s putting up this laughable
“show of force”.

“We need to be readier across the whole spectrum. You have to
have a system in place to find more people if it comes to war,
whether it does or not. Then you talk mobilization, reservists or
conscription,” he said, adding: “You need to be able to fall back on
an industrial base that is able to produce weapons and
ammunition fast enough to be able to continue a conflict if you are
in it.”

In line with Bauer’s announcement, NATO is to launch a massive
military exercise, dubbed Steadfast Defender 2024. Scheduled to
begin on January 31, it will include at least 90,000 troops, making
it NATO’s largest military exercise since the end of the (First) Cold
War. It should be noted that the belligerent alliance officially
restarted the conflict in 2022, after decades of its crawling
aggression pushed Russia to respond in Ukraine. This was done
after numerous US-orchestrated destabilization projects in the
former Soviet Union and elsewhere, all of which were aimed
against Moscow. NATO itself is merely an extension of America’s
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strategy of the so-called “full spectrum dominance” and the same
goes for the European Union which has repeatedly proven its
subservience to US interests. To accomplish its strategic goals,
Washington DC is ready to support all sorts of extremist ideologies
and individuals.

Worse yet, in an attempt to defeat Russia, it has shown willingness
to use banned weapons such as biological (including deadly
pathogens) and AI-powered. The latter are particularly important
as Americans are increasingly uninterested to serve in the US
military, especially as the belligerent thalassocracy is adopting an
extremist ultra-liberal ideology that’s simply repulsive to anyone
remotely sane. America’s decline is unstoppable at this point, so
its political elites are pushing the entire world into yet another
abyss, one that it would likely never get out of. Washington DC’s
virtually simultaneous aggression against several global and
regional powers is making it nearly impossible to prevent such a
horrible scenario. This includes pushing the world into a
commodities crisis, which can also be interpreted as “preparing
everyone” for war, as Bauer already stated. This is an important
segment of America’s global strategy.

US actions in the Asia-Pacific, the Middle East and Latin
America also indicate other countries will be targeted, including
China, Iran and Venezuela. However, with its unrivaled strategic
arsenal, new hypersonic weapons, as well as resurgent
conventional military power, precisely Russia is NATO’s top
rival. Unable to fight Moscow directly, the US-led belligerent
alliance is using proxies and creating new ones to enforce its so-
called “containment” strategy against the Kremlin. This
includes the reactivation of the old members of its WWII-era
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geopolitical (and increasingly ideological) predecessor. Fully aware
it can’t take the Eurasian giant head-on, to this end, the political
West is stoking Russophobia everywhere it can, as it needs to
create enemies on Russian borders. It’s important to note that the
warmongers in Washington DC don’t care about the destructive
consequences for Europe.

ATTENTION READERS

We See The World From All Sides and Want YOU To Be Fully
Informed
In fact, intentional disinformation is a disgraceful scourge in media
today. So to assuage any possible errant incorrect information
posted herein, we strongly encourage you to seek corroboration
from other non-VT sources before forming an educated opinion.
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